
EXCLUSIVE: TRUMP RICO CASE II – Epstein Related Judge Recused Himself
from Trump RICO Case Then Signed FBI Warrant for Raid on Mar-a-Lago – FBI
Likely Took Docs to Hide from Case

Description

USA: The motives behind the FBI’s raid of President Trump’s Mar-a-Lago are many.  All relate 
to corruption in our government.  None provide support for the raid. 

President Trump unclassified documents related to Russiagate, the Deep State’s attempted coup of
the Trump Administration.  Then he filed a RICO suit against the government.  This scared the bad
actors in the Deep State.

It took a corrupt Clinton judge to step in and remove certain actors from President Trump’s case
against the Deep State.

But this wasn’t the only suspicious or outright corrupt act by judges involved in the case.   

There were actually many judges involved in this case.  Not just Clinton Judge Donald M. Middlebrooks
noted above.  Five judges have participated in President Trump’s RICO case so far.  

The list of recusals on the Trump RICO suit is sizable. The first magistrate judge to be assigned 
recused the day after the case was filed in March 2022. Epstein related Judge Reinhart was put on the
case as a replacement magistrate judge in April because his predecessor had also recused.  Since
Reinhart, three additional magistrate judges have recused themselves (1, 2, and 3). The current
magistrate judge, Patrick M. Hunt, has been on the case for only about five weeks now.

It’s important to note that the day before Reinhart recused himself (June 21, 2022), The president’s
counsel filed an amended complaint. The original complaint was entered in March 2022; the amended 
complaint almost doubled the number of facts asserted in evidence.  Many of the claims of facts in the
amended complaint came from John Durham’s court filings (which made it difficult for the plaintiffs to
deny their validity).

It was after Trump’s second filing that the exodus of magistrate judges began.  Following the filing of
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the amended complaint was a request from the U.S. Department of Justice (“United States”) to
substitute itself as a defendant for five of the original defendants: Comey, McCabe, Strzok, (Lisa)
Page, and Clinesmith.

The request was filed on July 14, 2022.  This is noted in our prior post attached above.  It’s unheard of
that the federal government would attempt to replace three fired former employees (Comey, McCabe,
and Strzok), one convicted former employee (Clinesmith), and another former FBI employee who
resigned (Page).  The DOJ in this motion asserted that all the actors’ actions were legitimate, 
including Kevin Clinesmith’s behavior of falsifying claims for the FISA authorization on Carter 
Page which was deemed a criminal act by the courts. 

Note also that this whole time the DOJ knew what President Trump brought with him to Mar-a-Lago,
since at least February of 2022.    The FBI also sent someone to look into Mar-a-Lago on June 3, 2022
as well.

Then on August 4, 2022, in response to Clinton Judge Donald Middlebrooks granting the government’s
request, the Trump team responded.  President Trump’s team filed an opposition to the judge’s July 21
decision to substitute the United States and dismiss the complaint against the FISA Five. The
opposition motion opened with this argument:

“DEFENDANTS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO WESTFALL CERTIFICATION AS THEY ACTED
OUTSIDE OF THE SCOPE OF THEIR EMPLOYMENT IN MALICIOUSLY PROSECUTING
PLAINTIFF.”

On the same day, August 4, 2022, President Trump’s team filed an opposition against Hillary Clinton’s
earlier motion to dismiss the RICO complaint (Clinton claimed the president failed to state a claim).  His
counsel also answered in opposition to motions to dismiss four other defendants.

The clustering of these events is significant because the warrant for the Mar-a-Lago raid was 
requested/issued on the next day, August 5, 2022.

Judge Magistrate Judge Bruce Reinhart – of Jeffrey Epstein’s defense – signed off on the Mar-a-
Lago warrant for the U.S. District of Southern Florida 44 days after recusing himself from the 
RICO case against Hillary Clinton et al.

It’s now believed that the dirty cops were there at Mar-a-Lago to steal documents from the 
President that he declassified so they can then turn around and prevent the documents from 
seeing the light of day by claiming they’re part of an ongoing investigation.  

Corrupt courts, Corrupt Judges.  Corrupt Justice Department.  But we have God, the truth, and 
President Trump. 

By Joe Hoft

Category

1. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
2. Main
3. NWO-Deep State-Dictatorship-Tyrrany
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